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We are pleased

to provide you with this edition
of Vision. Our purpose is twofold: first, we want to share with you the
latest in scholarly research and creativity at The University of Mon
tana; second, we want to recognize the accomplishments of University
faculty and staff.
Scholarly research and creativity are the heart of a modem university.
Such scholarship provides students with a dynamic learning environ
ment and challenges them to commit to a lifetime of continued
learning and growth. Without research and creativity, education would
stagnate: there would be no new ideas, no new courses, and no new
programs of studies.
Yet, the success of University research and creativity extends beyond
our campus community. This scholarship leads to the creation and
development of new products and educates the work force while
cultural activities enrich and energize the community.
The scholarship we share with you in Vision not only reflects the material that will be
taught in tomorrow’s classes, but also illustrates the dedication and perseverance of
The University of Montana to make our state a better place to live and work.

Ray Murray
Vice President for Research & Development
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FROM
Rumor
to
Reality

The Lo n g Trail B a ck Fo r

Montana’s

W@LVES
By Marga Lincoln

Professors Bob Ream
and Dan Pletscher
together have
revolutionized the
methods of wolf
recovery.

One wintry March morning in i985, Professor Bob Ream skied along the North
Fork of the Flathead in search of wolves. He and the two researchers he accompanied
had heard of an elk kill, possibly done by wolves. Ream paused and gave a wolf howl.
“The second time I howled,” he recalls, “the whole pack responded. That was the first
howling I heard in the Montana Rockies. It meant they were back.”
Ream had been tracking rumors of wolves since the early 1970s. By 1978, enough
reports had crossed his desk that he had two biologists searching for wolves in Glacier
National Park and along the Rocky Mountain Front. The search paid off in April 1979,
when a lone female wolf was radio-collared just north of the border. Her arrival gave
UM biologists a rare opportunity to study a recolonizing species since day one.
UM research has focused on wolf habitat, travel routes, dispersal, diet, population
size, and interactions with neighboring predators and prey. As a result, UM's Wolf
Ecology Project has been “ the main information source for wolf recovery in the
Western United States," Ream says.
Wolves have travelled a long and arduous trail back from extinction in Montana,
taking nearly 50 years. With bounties on their heads, wolves were hunted, trapped,
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D e e r remains from a wolf kill.

A wolf is drugged in order to attach a
radio-collar for monitoring purposes.

and poisoned throughout the United
States. There was even an attempt to
introduce mange in the Montana
population. They were exterminated
from the West, except for an occasional
loner. Now, their howls once again echo
down the Rockies and across vast
expanses of Montana from Glacier to
Augusta to the Ninemile and to
Yellowstone.
The Endangered Species Act and
Glacier National Park gave wolves the
crucial protection they needed to gain a
foothold back in the Western United
States, says Dan Pletscher, director of
UM’s wildlife biology program and a
collaborator on wolf research.
“Glacier is likely to remain an
important core area for dispersal of
wolves to the rest of Western Montana,"
he says. "It is an enclave o f total
protection in a sea of mixed feelings

2

about wolves."
He is particularly excited about new
information on wolf dispersal that Diane
Boyd is researching as part of her
dissertation. From Glacier, wolves have
dispersed distances of 30 to 525 miles,
moving to Choteau, the Ninemile, the
Yaak River Valley, Yellowstone National
Park, British Columbia, and Alberta.
Boyd, one of UM ’s initial wolf research
ers, is determining what factors trigger
these moves.
The Glacier area provides not only an
enclave of protection, but also a unique
study area. Sue different major preda
tors — grizzly bears, black bears,
wolves, mountain lions, coyotes, and
humans — meet on the same ground.
There’s also a few wolverines and lynx
in the mix.
Researchers are looking at what
those at the top o f the food chain eat;
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on rare occasions, they eat each other.
Wolves have killed a few coyotes,
mountain lions, and a grizzly bear cub
and have chased mountain lions off
kills. “It’s a complex predator system,”
Ream says, “and the system hasn’t
settled out yet.” This makes Glacier very
different from Minnesota, Alaska, and
Isle Royale, where other wolf research
has been done.
Typically, all the predators are eating
ungulates. Pletscher and his students
want to know what impact this has on
deer, elk, and moose populations. “The
best way to learn about wolves is to
study what they’re eating,” says Kyran
Kunkel, a doctoral student researching
this topic.
In a previous study, Boyd, Pletscher,
Ream, and Michael Fairchild tracked
wolves on the ground and by air over a
seven-year period. O f 243 wolf-killed

Elk Mortalities by Cause
1990 -1995, N=25

prey, there were 138 white-tail deer, 68
elk, 15 moose, and 8 mule deer. There
were also 2 beavers, 1 porcupine, 2
mountain lions, 3 ruffed grouse, 2
ravens, 1 coyote, 1 skunk, 1 golden
eagle, and 1 vole. This study found that
hunters and wolves pursue different
prey. Wolves killed both younger and
older deer than did hunters. Wolves also
took more elk calves.
What wolves eat when they first
arrive on the scene differs from what
they eat once they’re established. “The
ungulates in Glacier Park were walking
steak, when wolves showed up after a
50-year absence," Pletscher says.
“Wolves start by cleaning up the
population,” taking a large number of
young and old and those with ailments.
Then they hunt middle-aged animals.
This study demonstrates the need for
long-term research. Wolves took an

equal number of deer and elk during the
first three winters of the study. But the
next three winters of heavy snow, they
killed five times more deer than elk.
“It's important for us to stay involved in
this research,” Ream says. “Short-term
studies of large predators can give
erroneous information."
Much of wolf research takes place in
winter, when ungulates are on the river
bottoms and so are wolves: All of them
can be tracked through the snow, Kunkel
explains. By monitoring the locations of
radio-collared wolves, Kunkel skis to
where a wolf pack has just been. He
follows the tracks back to find their
kills. “By looking at kills, we can see
the condition of the animals and where
the kills occurred,” he says. “We try to
find out what makes a particular animal
vulnerable to a particular predator."
These wolf travel routes have been

mapped since 1984 and are being
analyzed by graduate student Peter
Singleton for landscape characteristics.
So far, it’s apparent wolves favor valley
bottoms and avoid steep slopes.
“Wolves move up and down the valley
using the exact same routes year after
year," Ream says. “Certain routes are
well used like the Interstate.”
Looking at the topic of wolf kills and
prey vulnerability, Kunkel finds that deer
use greater canopy cover when wolves
are hunting in their winter range. Prey
also change their flight behavior. “When
wolves are in a winter range for a few
days, prey get harder to capture,” he
says.
Despite these behavioral changes,1 .
deer and elk populations on the North
Fork appear to be declining. “The
survival rates of adult females are on
the low side," Pletscher says. “The major
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reason for the population decline is that
fawns and calves aren’t living to oneyear of age.” Meanwhile, moose
numbers are stable or climbing.
Mountain lions, bears, wolves, and
humans are all significant predators on
these ungulates. Disease and nutrition
could also be factors. Predator-prey
cycles are complex and take years of
study to observe and understand.
Pletscher would like to find out what is
killing fawns and calves, but lacks
adequate funding to do so.
Despite these apparent population
declines, Pletscher is sure that “wolves
aren’t going to end deer or elk hunting
in Montana.” However, he cautions,
“Game managers will have to respond
more quickly to change." This could
mean changing hunter permit numbers
or managing habitat differently, Kunkel
says. Providing the right type of habitat
cover for prey can significantly alter the
killing rate of wolves.
To study ungulate survival rates,
researchers monitor radio-collared
ungulates and investigate when a collar
gives off 100 beeps per minute. This
happens four hours after the animal has
stopped moving. In grizzly country this
line of research is risky. “The most
exciting or intense moments of this work
are those times when we are going in on
kills,” Kunkel says. “There could be a
grizzly bear sitting on a carcass. There
have been cases when we’ve seen fresh
scat and knew a bear had been on that
carcass when we started walking in.”
However, UM researchers are
prepared for such occasions. “Our
students know how to sing real loud,”
jokes Pletscher. This is called grizzly
protocol — a set of procedures to protect
researchers and wildlife.
Another research challenge is just
getting a radio-collar on the ungulate.
Pletscher and graduate students Meg
Langley, Jon Rachael, Mike Bureau, and
Kunkel have radio-collared adult deer,
elk, and moose. In the case of moose,
this has proved to be quite a thrill.
Pletscher recalls riding in a helicop
ter that was swooping down over seed
trees in clearcuts; he found himself
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thinking, “Oh my God! I hope the pilot is
watching these trees!” A veterinarian
would lean out of the copter and dart
the running moose. Then they’d jump
out of the copter and collar the 700pound animal. Thirty ungulates of each
species are wearing radio-collars at any
given time.
By comparison, radio-collaring a
wolf sounds rather uneventful. Re
searchers run 20 to 30 modified leg-hold
traps along miles of dirt roads during
the summer and fall. Each morning they
drive the road in a pickup and check the
traps. “Wolves get pretty smart as far as
traps," Kunkel says. Success is rare.
When he finds a wolf, he tranquilizes it,
removes the trap, checks the wolf’s
condition, estimates its age, takes blood,
and puts a radio-collar and ear tag on it.
About ten wolves are wearing radio
collars at any given time. Researchers
monitor these wolves several times a
week from the ground or by airplane,
following two packs in Glacier and one
in Canada.
Wolves are masters at adapting.
“Wolves are great dispersers and have a
high reproductive rate,” Pletscher says.
From the first lone wolf, their population
has expanded to at least seven packs in
Montana. The annual growth rate of the
population is nearly 25 percent, with
litters averaging about six pups. Thus,
Montana’s wolf population could quickly
rebound, but successful recovery
depends on human tolerance.
There is one wolf trait that causes
problems. Wolves settle along valley
floors and river bottoms; that’s where
the prey is. But “ most valleys are full
of people,” Pletscher says. And where
there are people, there is livestock. Fear
of wolves preying on livestock continues
to fuel hot political debate in the West.
Much of this fear grows from myth,
rather than reality.
Studies in Canada and Minnesota
show that less than 5 percent of the
ranches in wolf ranges suffered livestock
predation. However, in a survey
Pletscher did with graduate student Pat
Tucker, a substantial number of North
Fork residents and Flathead County
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hunters held misconceptions about
wolves preying on livestock And nearly
20 percent of the Flathead County
hunters wrongly believed that wolves
would attack lone humans.
Both the North Fork residents and
the hunters favored wolf recovery. But
the majority said they would drop their
support if any restrictions were put on
human activities, such as hunting,
hiking, or camping. These perceptions
and opinions count. Studies indicate
that hunters and those living near
wolves will determine if wolf recovery
succeeds.
Humans have caused 85 percent of
the mortalities of collared wolves on the
North Fork. Many of these were taken
legally in Canada, where the species has
recovered.
Montana’s wolves are the result of
British Columbia’s protection efforts,
which began in 1955. Because of the
mobility of wolf packs, Montana, British
Columbia, and Alberta will need to
continue to cooperate on management,
Pletscher says. Such work is in
progress. Ream, who heads the Wolf
Ecology Project, is writing Montana’s
wolf management plan with the
Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks.
“It’s a good example of the Univer
sity working with state government,” he
says. “I’ve used a lot of what we’ve
learned. Writing this plan has been a
real challenge. It is a culmination of
the research I started 22 years ago.” A

Marga Lincoln is a freelance writer
living in Missoula.

Roadside

Geology Series
By Judy Fredenberg
Ever driven a stretch of highway and
seen an unusual rock formation,
marvelled at its uniqueness, and
wondered how it was created? The
popular Roadside Geology Series was
begun in an effort to answer exactly this
type of question.
The first in a series of nearly 20
volumes to date, Roadside Geology o f the
Northern Rockies, was published in
1972 by University of Montana geology
Professors Don Hyndman and David Alt
who conceived the series in response to
the many inquiries they’d received from
the general public. After fielding
question after question from a diverse
audience of laypeople, Hyndman and Alt
determined that a guidebook about the
geologic origin and formation of
northern Idaho and western Montana
would be well received. Recognizing
that a significant number of individuals
were interested in such information,
Hyndman and Alt worked to make their
vision of a handbook designed for
laypeople available to the public.
Interestingly, many publishers, when
first approached about the concept,
didn’t agree that this material would be
of interest to the general public. Thus,
the first volume was completed before a
publisher was found who agreed to print
it. Even then, publishing such a volume
was considered a gamble at best.
Hyndman and Alt suceeded in talking
the publisher into a small run by
agreeing that there would be no
royalties paid them unless 5,000 copies
were eventually sold. And so the
volume was printed. As they antici

pated, the Roadside Geology o f the
Northern Rockies was immensely
popular and did sell over 5,000 copies.
It has now been out-of-print for 10
years.
Although Hyndman and Alt have not
written each of the volumes in the
series, they continue to remain involved
by offering editing and expertise.
Coverage in the series includes the
states of Colorado, Arizona, Texas,
Vermont, Hawaii, Alaska, and
Pennslyvania, to name a few. When
asked how one goes about preparing to
write about roadside geology, Hyndman
replied that “you read all the profes
sional literature, get in the car and
drive, be observant, take photographs,
make notes, and write a book.”
ffl

UM geology Professor,
Don Hyndman, along
with David Alt, deter
mined that a guidebook
about the geologic origin
and formation of
northern Idaho and
western Montana would
be well received.

More Than Just a

Fluke
By Beth Judy
Interestingly, some
schistosomes live
closer to home than
one might suspect:
Flathead Lake
in Montana.
A different branch o f
theJlukefam ily,
Montana schistosomes
don’t cause
schistosomiasis, but
they do accountfo r
the infamous
Flathead Lake
“swimmer’s itch .”
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At the control panel, Bill Granath’s hand moves deftly, turning
dials, hitting switches, punching buttons red, yellow, and green. It’s
like being in a plane, with Granath the pilot, only then a flickering
monitor produces an image: several dry, curled willow leaves, and I
remember I'm at a scanning microscope at The University of
Montana. Those aren’t leaves, Granath says. They're blood flukes,
schistosomes: the subject of Granath’s explorations for the past 11
years.
He shows me one in a dish. To the naked eye, it is about the
size of a comma on this page. But as Granath
clicks switches, the same creature on the
screen, a male, grows larger and larger. An
intricate pattern of bumps on its skin rears up
before us, invisible before; we seem to walk
among them. More clicking, and Granath says,
“Let’s crawl inside his ventral sucker." Soon we
are poised on the lip of a soft and pudgylooking crater.
Bill Granath has spent his career zooming
closer and closer in. At first, as a parasite
ecologist, he focused on the relationship
between parasite and host. His constant
Bill Granath has spent
questioning, however, led him ultimately to a
his career as a parasite
ecologist zooming in
molecular genetic level. How did a certain
closer and closer.
parasite kill its host? Why did the toxin kill it?
What signalled the toxin’s release?
Granath’s subject, the schistosome, whose terrain we just
explored, has an elaborate life cycle involving many metamorphoses
and two hosts. The first host is a freshwater snail; the second,

Below: The schistosome has an
elaborate life cycle involving many
metamorphoses and two hosts
primary one, is human. The flukes enter human hosts through
the skin and migrate to intestinal blood vessels. Health
problems arise when the schistosome lays eggs; their release
through the intestinal lining can result in inflammation of the
liver, cirrhosis-like infection, and, ultimately, liver failure.
The infection in humans, called schistosomiasis, is limited
to where host snails live in Africa and South America. (The
disease used to occur as far north as Puerto Rico, but ironically,
industrial pollution there killed host snails, throwing a
fatal wrench into the flukes’ cycle.) Interest
ingly, some schistosomes live closer to
home than one might suspect:
Flathead Lake in Montana. A
different branch of the fluke
family, Montana schistosomes
don’t cause schistosomiasis,
but they do account for the
infamous Flathead Lake
“swimmer’s itch.”
In particular, Granath
studies the relationship
between one species of
schistosome, Schistosoma
mansoni, and its host snail,
Biomphalaria glabrata. When
schistosomes infect snails, not
all snails just curl up and take
it. Some kill the invaders. These
snails are known as resistant; snails
that harbor the flukes are called
susceptible. Resistance and susceptibility
are randomly distributed among the same species
of snail. Granath uses in vitro methods to explore the genetic
basis and mechanisms of resistance.
Understanding resistance in snails opens up possibilities for
creative approaches to parasitic disease prevention — and,
Granath says, new approaches are necessary. Despite millions
of research dollars and years of effort, no one has succeeded in
developing a vaccine for a disease caused by parasites in
humans — for example, malaria. “You’d think, with all its life
cycles and seemingly vulnerable stages, that being a parasite
would be a fragile way to make a living. In fact it’s very
successful."
Health agencies such as the National Institutes of Health
are beginning to opt for a multifaceted approach to parasitic
diseases, and Granath thinks his research could yield one facet

in dealing with schistosomiasis. “If you understand resistance
on a microlevel, you could give resistant snails an advantage
on a macrolevel in their environment, allowing them to
outcompete susceptible snails."
But pure curiosity, Granath admits, also drives his research.
Little is known about the immune systems of invertebrates,
and Biomphalaria glabrata, with its black-and-white character
istics of resistance and susceptibility, makes for particularly
fruitful comparative studies. Most recently, Granath and
his lab members have focused on the role a
cytokine called Interleukin-1 plays in
resistance. A cytokine is a group of
immune proteins in the blood;
humans have them too. Research
ers have known of the cytokines’
existence in invertebrates, but
Granath is the first to demon
strate the molecules’ function
in the infectious disease
process, a function he
believes is communication.
Meanwhile, in a
sideline, he and fellow
researchers have identified
the schistosome that causes
swimmer’s itch in Flathead
Lake, and its primary host:
mergansers. The itch occurs when
the schistosome penetrates our skin,
then dies because we are incompatible
hosts — as Granath puts it, “we are not
ducks.” The foreign proteins the flukes release
in our skin make some people itch.
An undergraduate working with Granath identified the
merganser host in summer 1994 by sneaking up on the ducks,
“literally scaring the crap out of them,” and then checking
schistosome eggs in the duck feces. Population growth in the
Flathead has resulted in more nutrients in the lake, more
plants, and more host snails, Granath speculates, making the
problem worse in recent years. Again, studying the Flathead
schistosomes and snails on a molecular level doesn’t keep
Granath from coming up with practical solutions. Someday, he
says, merchants around the lake may carry a sunblock
containing a special anti-penetrant. In the meantime, though,
we may just have to quack.
ffl

Beth Judy received her MFA at The
University of Montana, and lives and
writes in Missoula.
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By Kim Anderson

Since 1987, sociology Professors
Fred Reed and Bill McBroom have
developed the capability to track the
health status of women and children
in the state.
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Until recently, if Montanans wanted
population and health care statistics on
Montanans, they were out of luck.
Montana was grouped with other
Northwest states for which a research
facility in Seattle compiled data, and the
reports based on that data usually
focused on populous counties in
Washington or Oregon.
That situation began to change in
the mid-1980s when two professors with
UM’s Center for Population Research
(CPR) decided that Montanans needed to
create and track their own health
statistics.
William McBroom, professor of
sociology at UM, has headed up the
Center since 1972 when the state Board
of Regents designated the CPR as an
independent University center with a
mandate to produce research on
population issues within the state in
general. In 1987, with Professor Fred
Reed, the Center began to develop the
capability to track the health status of
women and children in the state.
“If the state legislature is meeting on
a social funding issue, they want to
know the statistics for their constitu
ency, not for the Northwest as a region,”
Professor Reed explains. “1 had been
doing this work in third world countries,
helping them to set up the infrastructure
to create population and health data
bases. When I returned from a trip to
India in 198 6 ,1 realized that Montana
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was, in many respects, in the same
category as these developing nations,
when it came to compiling data. The
state had a weak infrastructure for
compiling and using health statistics.
We were always in the position of
relying on someone else.”
Reed’s and McBroom’s initial
projects, which focused primarily on
women and infants, were funded out of
their own pockets. They bought their
own computers, covered their own travel
expenses and gradually began to evolve
a relationship with social services
planners in Helena and around the state.
“Our mission hasn’t changed since
then,” McBroom says. “Our goal is to
help the state continue to have a builtin, continuous capability to evaluate
health care issues.”
While the focus of the Center’s
research initially has been women,
infants, and natal statistics, their
studies now are expanding to include
diabetes and cancer data in the state.
From early on, some of the Center’s
more high profile work has centered on
the state’s American Indian population
and its natal statistics.
“There are four factors that affect all
population statistics — gender, age,
social class, and ethnicity,” Reed says.
“In the nation as a whole, blacks and
latinos make up the largest share of
minority populations. But here in
Montana, American Indians are our

predominant minority, so our focus on
that population evolved very naturally.
There are differences between our
minority population and the rest of the
country’s and we hope that our studies
will contribute to understanding those
differences.”
He points out that while there are
some similarities between different
minorities’ health statistics — for
instance, both black and Indian
populations have higher infant mortality
rates and shorter life spans than
the white population — there are
important differences between
different ethnic populations.
“The American Indian
population in the state is a
variable we couldn’t ignore,”
says McBroom. “Discovering the
differences among populations
will help in the delivery of
services to those populations.”
Beyond the differences
among minority populations, the
Center’s research has illumi
nated the variations in health
statistics among different
American Indian populations.
There are seven reservations in
Montana, each one centered in a
different county, and McBroom’s
and Reed’s studies have shown
that the reservation populations
vary in many important ways.
“Each o f these groups has its
own dynamic way of processing
information,” Reed says. “The
tendency is to try to squeeze all
tribes into the same model, but
that approach is detrimental.
There are economic, social, religious
differences that must be attended to
when delivering health care and
educational programs.”
As an example, McBroom explains
how some Native American populations
would respond to programs designed for
the general white population.
“Let’s say the state health depart
ment has a general program to educate
the population on sexually transmitted
disease. The wording and presentation
of the program — issuing a series of

statements which are framed ‘if you do
this, this could happen to you’ — may
be interpreted by some Indian popula
tions as wishing a curse," he says. “In a
case like that, it would be wise to
rethink the approach for some popula
tions.”
Some of the Center’s more recent
projects with American Indians include:
a study of selected characteristics of
American Indian births in Montana in
the 1980s, which was done in conjunc

tion with the Indian Health Service and
the Montana Department of Health and
Environmental Sciences; providing
statistics for Cherish our Indian
Children, a privately funded organiza
tion set up to facilitate tribal health
services; and, a study of inaccurate
infant mortality data funded by the
Indian Health Service.
McBroom and Reed say their work
with Native Americans in the state has
been educational and very enjoyable.
“One aspect of the work is that we

need to establish a trust,” McBroom
says. “Tribal members often say they’re
tired of being studied. They’re tired of
researchers who run in and out and then
no one hears from them again. But
despite this, one thing that shines
through is the amazing generosity of
spirit we’ve found in these populations."
Because of bad experiences in the
past and differing cultural approaches,
“the process in the initial, set-up stages
of many o f these programs or studies is
different,” Reed says. “It’s
necessary to exhibit patience
while projects form. It makes
the planning and early stages
more interesting.
“White Americans like to
move fast whether they
understand where they’re going
or not. Native Americans often
have another approach, where
understanding must come
first,” he says.
Besides ongoing projects
with American Indian popula
tions in the state, the Center is
also branching out into projects
that do not focus primarily on
women and infants. This year
the Center will work with a set
of focus groups in communities
around the study of HIV
education in the school
systems. And several studies in
process or about to begin will
look at diabetes in the state.
The Center also is in initial
discussions with the state’s
health department about
helping them develop a breast
and cervical cancer database.
“We may be a small state, in terms of
population, with fewer resources,”
McBroom says, “but sometimes that
means we’re able to do things larger,
better-funded states can’t. One thing’s
for certain: If you're interested in
analyzing population and health
statistics here, you pretty much know
everyone in the field.”
M

Kim Anderson is a freelance writer
living in Missoula.
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Neurotoxins
The
Destruction
ofTM T
By Joyce Helena Brusin

Pharmacy Professor
Chuck Eyer is investi
gating the possible
link between TMT
toxicity and disrup
tion of the normal
functioning o f the
central nervous
system.

How and Why? Those are the interrogatives dancing before the eyes of University
of Montana pharmacy Professor Charles Eyer. Research interests have evolved for him
over the years, until now he questions the organotin compound trimethyltin (TMT)
and its effects on one particular region of the brain.
Chuck Eyer, who has been a professor of pharmacy for 20 years at UM, first
studied models of cardiac damage that mimicked ischemic heart disease — disease
caused by lack of blood flow. From there he moved to studying oxidative brain
damage, likewise caused by lack of blood flow, usually in the aftermath of a stroke.
Continued research led to a sabbatical spent at the neurotoxicology lab of Dr. Gary
Isom at Purdue University. One of Isom’s major research interests is the triorganotin
compound TMT and the selective and permanent damage it inflicts on the hippocamI pus, the same region of the brain involved in many neurologic diseases including
stroke, epilepsy, and Alzheimer’s disease. This year, Eyer has received a grant
from the National Institutes of Health for continued study of the neurotoxic
effects of TMT. Associate Professor Richard Bridges, also of the UM Pharmacy
School, has joined Eyer as a co-investigator on the project.
Triorganotins like TMT are the most toxic of organotin compounds.
Organotins are used in insecticides, fungicides and other pesticides, as well
as in the manufacture of various chemicals. While they do accumulate in
pond sediment, most human exposure to them occurs during accidental
spills in chemistry labs. Exposure to TMT initially shows no effects, but
results two days later in significant loss o f IQ and cognitive function, and in
' marked mood swings, behavior changes, and seizures. The damage is
persistent and life-long.
This delayed toxicity is one o f the most intriguing questions about TMT.
“What happens initially," asks Eyer, “that ends in damage forty-eight hours
later?” Following from this question is the mystery of TMT’s molecular structure,
which when altered even slightly produces no neurotoxicity whatsoever. Thirdly,
asks Eyer, “Why is TMT’s neurotoxicity so specific?"
The current focus of Eyer’s investigation is the possible link between TMT toxicity
and disruption of the normal functioning of the central nervous system neurotrans
mitter glutamate. An amino acid, glutamate functions as an excitatory compound. It
can prove toxic when its concentrations are not properly regulated, a result known as
excitotoxicity. This excitotoxicity also affects the hippocampus of the brain. The
question develops further. “How,” asks Eyer, “is the normal biochemistry of the
neurotransmitter glutamate affected by TMT exposure?”
Toxicology research like Eyer’s is related in the end to development of pharmaceu
tical compounds. “As pharmacologists," says Eyer, “we’re interested in the biological
effects of drugs. How they act and how they become toxic.” Because TMT is so
selective in its destruction, says Eyer, it holds interest as a tool in research. Toxicolo
gists, those who study the effects of poison, also search for treatments for its damage.
“We’re interested,” says Eyer, “ in the things that go on when cells are damaged."
When the mysterious mechanisms of compounds like TMT become better understood,
perhaps the even more mysterious “how’s” and “why’s” of neurological diseases like
Alzheimer’s and epilepsy can come into better focus.
A
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Missoula writer Joyce Helena Brusin earned an MFA at
The University of Montana.

Claiborne, and Jane Goodall. UM/ATV
here’s no doubt about it. Kids
assists in these productions by creating
today receive an educational
interdisciplinary collateral materials as
experience that differs
companion pieces to Achievement TV
drastically from that of even a genera
videoconferences, as well as suggesting
tion ago. Although schools still have
curriculur themes and educational
books and libraries, science laboratories
objectives for future programs. In
and study halls, technology is rapidly
addition, UM/ATV suggests moderator
changing the very fiber of education.
questions geared to help tie the curricu
The University of Montana’s School
lum goals and objectives to the video.
of Education recognized the need to keep
And finally, UM/ATV works with
abreast, if not ahead, of these changes

B

in curriculum and instruction. As a
result of this vision, UM/ATV was
chartered in the spring of 1994. UM/ATV
staff are “experienced in integrating
technology with instructional design,
curriculum assessment, implementation,
and evaluation," says Karen Sides-

national focus groups to evaluate the
programs and collaborative materials.
While most ATV programs are two
hours long, curriculum materials vary.
Typically, however, a student handout is
initially put together from topical
content. Because programs are usually

EDUC&QONAL TIM ES:
■

yRa'changin'
*

This effort has not gone unnoticed;
UM/ATV has been requested to restruc
ture and reformat these materials for an
electronic interactive format whereby
students can become involved in the
curriculum in new ways. ATV currently
is working with Virtualize, a Santa
Monica corporation, to develop CD-Rom
and World-Wide Web versions of the
packages created by UM/ATV.
The outreach efforts and materials
developed by UM/ATV are representative
of a national shift in education. A
generation or two ago, the “three R’s”
composed the backbone of an
individual's education. Today, students
connect to a backbone of technology
and, with the direction of dynamic
educators like Mollgaard and SidesGonzales, access and integrate educa
tional components in a manner never
before realized. These students and
their educational leaders are, indeed,
technological pioneers going where no
one has gone before.
ffl

By Judy Fredenberg

Gonzales, who, until recently, managed
the day-to-day operations.
Administratively housed under the
School of Education’s Department of
Educational Leadership, and directed by
Tom Mollgaard, UM/ATV offers a variety
of professional development opportuni
ties and serves the curriculum and
technology needs of various partners,
one of which is the Achievement
Television Network. UM/ATV serves two
primary functions for Achievement TV:
curriculum development for students,
and professional development for K-12
teachers.
Achievement TV produces satellitedelivered enrichment programs nation
wide through the year. These programs
assemble successful and prominent
Americans to discuss a variety of topics
with students, and with one another.
Guests have included Maya Angelou,
Stephen Jay Gould, Oprah Winfrey, Liz

carried live, UM/ATV staff generally
don’t know in advance who will be the
guest speaker. Regardless, SidesGonzales says, “the materials prepared
include topical information and
classroom extension activities.” Yet, the
teleconference is not simply presented
and the work over; these live presenta
tions are videotaped and ultimately
edited to 58 minutes for resale.
Developing materials for this shorter
package is simply a different component
of the UM/ATV project. The video is
broke into segments so that “a teacher
can easily determine whether or not the
entire video, or just portions of it, will be
best suited for classroom use." In
addition to the teacher’s guide, a onepage student handout — duplicate to the
live-presentation handout — is in
cluded. Also created is an evaluation
form so that UM/ATV can continually
review and improve their services.

As director o f UM/ATV,
Tom Mollgaard
integrates technology
with instructional
design, curriculum
assessment, implemen
tation, and evaluation.
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very morning thousands of

CHECKING
OUT THAT

DIRTY
BEE

AT THE
DOOR
By Marga Lincoln

UM biology
Professor, Jerry
Bromenshenk uses
bees to monitor
environmental
contaminants

bees get up and go to work,”
says Jerry Bromenshenk, UM biology
professor.
His research focuses “on the dirty
bee just coming back in the door of the
hive. T That bee will tell him more than
sophisticated electronic sensors can
about toxins in the surrounding
environment. “They are a powerful
sampler of every media out there,”
Bromenshenk says, “and they bring it all
home.”
“We can detect a wide array of
substances better than instruments
could and further away. By grabbing a
few bees, we are sampling one-half to
one mile away.” Bees attract dirt from
air, water, and plants just like a black
sweater attracts lint and dog hairs.
, Back at the hive, scientists look at
the bee and its pollen, honey, and
beeswax. “We can’t find a bee that
doesn’t have a trace of PCBs,” he says.
But scientists aren’t clear about what
chemical level is a cause for concern.
“We can’t afford to mop up all the
chemicals on the globe. We have to
have some early warnings that some
thing is amiss,” he adds. “We need to
know: Is it biologically available — can
it get to birds; mammals, insects, and to
u s?” A
“In a sense, this is a very old idea,”
Bromenshenk says of using bees to
monitor the environment. “Medieval
calendars say it’s a very old idea.” The
calendars show that bee behavior was
used to predict events such as famines,
disease, or prosperity. “Bees have
always been monitors to the environ
ment,” he says. When commercial
insecticides with arsenic and lead first
appeared in the late 1800s, bees and
beekeepers were among the first to
know. There were a lot of dead bees.
Since then, bees have built an
impressive track record as environmen
tal monitors. “We’ve used them around
plutonium rod recovery plants,” he says,
“and to detect radioactive materials that
were not supposed to be released from a
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nuclear power plant.” Bee hives sit atop
nuclear waste burial sites at Los
Alamos; they’re the early warning
system of any leakage.
Bromenshenk started using bees 20
years ago to test for pollutants from
coal-fired power plants in eastern
Montana. In 1985, he published
research in Science showing that bees 70
miles from a Tacoma-area smelter were
contaminated with arsenic, fluoride, and
cadmium. Around Anaconda, bees
detected toxic levels of lead three years
before the Center for Disease Control
found excessive levels in children.
Bromenshenk would like to enlist the
aid o f bees long before they keel over
and die. He and a team of scientists —
Colin Henderson, Garon Smith, and
students Rachelle Adams, Gayle
Bingham, Bruce King, Matt Loeser,
Bryan Murphie, Bob Seccomb, and Chris
Wrobel — have built an electronic and
computerized hive.
"These are the most exotic bee hives
that have ever been seen," Bromenshenk
says. Measurements taken by the
electronic hive will test the hive’s
health, much the same as a blood
pressure test warns of human health
problems. “We have electronic hives
wired for temperature and relative
humidity, weight change, air flow, and to
count every bee flying in and out of the
hive,” he explains. Bees keep a very
tight temperature and humidity range in
the brood nest; he expects this would be
disrupted if the hive were stressed.
Bromenshenk will look at cumulative
effects on colonies in the electronic
hives from multiple stressors: lousy
management, disease, predators,
parasites, weather, food availability,
exposure to contaminants, and exposure
to microbial pesticides. He and Garon
Smith will also test for volatile chemi
cals within the hive — from the bees’
own communication pheromones to the
presence of industrial solvents. This
type of test has not been possible before.
Bromenshenk has already designed a
computer model that accurately predicts

Around Anaconda,
bees detected toxic levels
o f lead threeyea rs before
the CenterforJOtfease
ControlJotfnd excessive
l& els in children.

hive population based on the number of
eggs laid by the queen and the lifetime
of worker bees. “In the absence of
stressors, a bee dies when it flies out its
life span,” he says. This is usually after
500 miles of flight, or 10 to 12 flight
days.
“Real hives are lockstepped into the
same process as the computer model,”
he says, which is why the model has
been very accurate at predicting hive
patterns and trends.
The more Bromenshenk knows about
bees, the quicker he can detect when
something’s amiss. For instance, if bees
are hanging out in the hive on a fair day
and food’s nearby, something may be
wrong. Or if the bees come back to the
hive and dance like drunks, he’ll know
certain pesticides are at work.
While different researchers have
looked at various pieces of bee behavior,
no one has looked at it as comprehen
sively before. “Somebody has taken hive
temperature, weighed hives, counted
bees, usually as a one time event,” he
says. “What’s unique about us is the
way we put it together and package it.”
With the new hives he has built and
a new chamber for safely testing
pesticides and microbes, Bromenshenk
can do much more sensitive tests of

chemical effects on bees than havfcv
previously been done. He will be abl^to
look at effects on several generations o L
bees, for instance. This is important for *
microbial pesticides, he says, because
they can be slow to act. His research
could result in much more realistic
testing of pesticides’ effects on honey t
bees than is currently required by the /
Environmental Protection Agency, i
The Montana bee industry would be
one of the first groups to benefit. /
Montana honey bees, which hav^a
reputation for being tough and healthy,
are in top demand for commercial crop
pollination. And they are sixth »
nationally in honey
production, earning $6.3T
million last year.
Beekeepers could
operate one electronic hive
hooked up to their
computer; it would
immediately alert them of
problems in the hive,
Bromenshenk says. The early warning
could protect the bees and their stores of
honey and pollen.
But Bromenshenk also has another
vision of what he hopes to accomplish.
He has modeled his research after very
sophisticated water quality research

using bluegills. These fish test the
waters released from a wastewater
treatment plant. The slightest change in
the fish’s behavior alerts the computer,
which signals the plant operators to
shut down the water release valves.
“These little fish do the trick,” he
says. “They make sure the water is the
right temperature and not polluted.”
They are also an index for carcinogens;
bluegills can develop tumors from the
same chemicals that cause human
breast cancer.
Bromenshenk wants bees to provide
the same quick response system for
terrestrial pollutants that bluegills can
for water. Rather than waiting for
a stack of dead bees and
sending them out for chemical
analysis, he wants “to look at
real-time monitoring with honey
bees and find something that
acts as a warning flag if
something is amiss.”
Bromenshenk’s Bee Alert
monitoring work is gaining national
recognition. The Computer World
Smithsonian Awards honored him in
1995 as a medalist for his outstanding
application of innovative information
technologies.
ffl
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American
ontana — home to seven
reservations — is home as
well to the founding chapter
of American Indian Business Leaders
(AIBL). Drawing on the skills and
experience of University of Montana
Business School administrators and
students, AIBL was established to
“assist and promote the American
Indian business student and/or entrepre
neur.”
This inclusiveness is important to
current AIBL director and founding
member, Michelle Henderson. She
points to AIBL’s illustration of itself as a
circle. American Indian students leave
their reservation schools and homes for
universities and colleges where they
learn business and other skills. The
years away often diminish reservation
contacts, says Henderson, and these
same students are left with no avenue to
return their skills to their home
communities. AIBL seeks to complete a
circle back home through internships
with tribal governments and colleges,
American Indian owned businesses,
corporate and private businesses, non
profit agencies, as well as federal and
state governments.
By Joyce Helena Brusin
“Our first career fair produced four
internship placements for AIBL stu
dents,” says Henderson. Students
members’ various activities and
worked with Norwest Bank of Billings,
enterprises. He stresses the importance
Blackfeet National Bank in Browning, as
AIBL places on assisting those individu
well as Nike Corporation, and Sears in
als and businesses who will add to a
Missoula. These internships, says
tribal community’s “long-term economic
Henderson, illustrate the various ways
base." Such businesses, he says, tend
American Indian business students and
“to be found in the manufacturing,
entrepreneurs can benefit home
retail, service, or tourism industries."
communities. “They can open a private
“The potential for economic develop
business,” she explains, “which
ment in these areas is tremendous,” he
contributes to the local economy; they
continues. “The readiness is there now
can work with tribal government using
as well. Tribal leaders have come to
and teaching their management skills;
realize that there is a relationship
or, as in the case of Nike, they can work
between being sovereign and being
for far away corporations as suppliers of
economically independent.”
goods and services to Indian country.”
AIBL modeled itself, says Henderson,
AIBL’s faculty advisor is UM
after the organization ‘American Indian
Business School Dean Larry Gianchetta.
Leaders in Science and Engineering,”
He makes it a priority to attend the
which has professional as well as
group’s weekly meetings, and has been
impressed from the beginning with
international chapters in place. AIBL

M

Indian

Business
Leaders
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has worked at helping students at tribal
colleges in Montana and South Dakota
start their own campus chapters of AIBL.
Henderson and other UM members
recently completed a “Student Chapter
Handbook,” which gives a “map of
activities” for getting a chapter started.
This fall the American Indian Higher
Education Consortium (AIHEC) an
nounced a substantial grant to UM to
help AIBL realize its long-term goal of
establishing chapters at every tribal
college in the United States, as well as
at other interested universities and
colleges. Contacts in Canada have
begun also. Michael Peters, an Ontariobased certified financial planner, will
write a series of articles for AIBL’s
monthly newsletter explaining the
intricacies of investing. In addition,
Peters is in the process of establishing a
professional chapter of AIBL to assist
other Indian business professionals in
Canada.
AIBL’s tradition of inclusiveness
extends to its membership on the UM
campus. Any interested undergraduate
or graduate student may become a
member. One AIBL member, a UM
history major, hopes to establish a
museum near his reservation home.
He’s already received advice from other
members on what Michelle Henderson
terms, “the business side of things.”
Even before graduating with his history
degree, he has learned about composing
a professional resume, establishing a
basic business plan, and networking
with possible sources of support.
“AIBL members are professionally
prepared,” says Henderson, and learn to
present themselves as such. Each
member has his or her own business
card, and a resume book is in the works
to assist this year’s membership. AIBL’s
own brochure is an example of a
thoughtful introduction. The “primary
focus of American Indian Business
Leaders,” it says, “is to utilize its
student foundation to assist tribal
economic development through an
emphasis on maintaining culturally
appropriate American Indian business
development.”
ffl

D I S T I N G U I S H E D
S C H O L A R S

Johnnie Moore
Selected as The University of
Montana’s Distinguished Scholar for
1995, geology Professor Johnnie Moore
joined UM in 1977. Through the early
’80s, Moore’s professional interests were
directed towards problems in sedimentology and stratigraphy. However, in the
mid-’80’s, Moore’s interests shifted a
bit: His research moved from sedimentology, through interactions at the
sediment-water interface, into fullfledged environmental geochemistry.
Changing disciplines is an effort few
research scientists make. Yet during the
transition, Moore’s productivity
remained high and his contributions
well-regarded, both in the national and
international arenas.

Moore’s scholarly contributions have
a wide-reaching effect on our campus.
He often works with professors and
students from Chemistry, EVST, Division
of Biological Sciences, and Geology. A
nomination letter stated, “Professor
Moore’s generosity with his time when it
comes to helping others with their
research is legendary and fully deserv
ing of reward on its own. Although
Johnnie’s participation in these matters
is hidden, the results are not. The
results are distributed through numer
ous theses, dissertations, publications
and presentations and attest to Profes
sor Moore's dedication to research.”
M

Richard Drake
From the time of his arrival at The
University of Montana in 1982, history
Professor Richard Drake has been a
proven and productive scholar. His
success in both aspects of scholarship —
publishing and teaching — is unmistak
able. When nominated for UM’s
Distinguished Scholar for 1996, a
colleague wrote of Drake, “This record of
scholarly production, of high quality,
professional interest, and international
concern, is the envy of all academics."
Drake’s articles and books have
consistently won professional and
scholarly acclaim and he has gained
national and international recognition in
the field of Contemporary European
History. His recent book, The Aldo Moro
Murder Case, attempts to explain why
the Red Brigades kidnaped and killed
the most representative figure of the

Italian Catholic political tradition in
1978. The book was reviewed in the
Italian newspaper La Repubblica as “a
faithful photograph that does not ignore
the revolutionary dreams and the
destructive force of terrorism in the
1970s.”
Like his literary abilities, his
classroom presence is forceful. The
dynamics between a professor and his
students can often be exacting. This
student’s remarks are representative of
Drake’s teaching style and dedication:
“Professor Drake is the sort of professor
that makes college exactly what it
should be — a way to hone one’s
intellectual skills and make a better
mark upon the world. He sets standards
which urge the students to challenge
themselves to higher levels of ability.
Bravo!”
M
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It’s
All
In
The

These genetically-advanced canola seeds will become
plants able to shrug off pests and disease.

GENES
By Constance J. Poten

Using molecular
markers, UM biology
Professor Tom MitchellOlds finds the genes on
plant chromosomes that
detect invaders (their
early warning system)
and genes that fight the
invader.

Like a sculptor who finds the essence
in a block of marble and then chisels its
character and strength into form,
Professor Tom Mitchell-Olds is working
to bring out the best in species —
plants, animals, even humans. At the
moment he’s concentrating on canola, a
crop plant with a big future in Montana.
His unique method of genetic engineer
ing combines the modem tools of
biochemistry and molecular biology with
old-fashioned plant breeding. Using
molecular markers, Mitchell-Olds finds
the genes on plant chromosomes that
detect invaders (their early warning
system) and genes that fight the invader.
These genes can be transferred into
cultivars, giving plants the strength to
shrug off pests and disease. The results
are precise and immediate — experi
ments that used to take two years now
take two weeks.
“We are learning things we only
dreamed about three years ago," says
Mitchell-Olds. “Being a scientist is like
being a detective. We’re finding things
no one in the world knows. It’s exciting
and useful."
With entomologist David Siemens,
his canola collaborator, Mitchell-Olds
spearheads the leading-edge genetic
engineering of plants in what looks like
a combination science lab and second
hand store behind the huge third-floor
windows of the Health Sciences
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Building. Only five places in
the world combine technolo
gies in this way, yet budget
constraints inspire MitchellOlds to furnish the lab with
low-tech ingenuity.
A Coca-Cola display cooler
bought from Mickey’s Truck
Stop holds bottles and vials of
chemicals in refrigerated cases
labeled Beer and Dairy. The
battered industrial paint-shaker
sitting on the floor in a comer
is a cast-off from SherwinWilliams. Its job is to shake
strong
the leaves of canola plants to
smithereens so the bits can be
studied for their genetic
information. Tiny plants, their leaves
eaten to lace by flea beetles, wait in a
flat on a stool nearby, looking vulner
able and innocent beside the iron
terminator that will shred the life out of
them. On a workbench is a metal
framed square the size of a hatbox, it’s
sides the white mesh fabric of garden
frost blankets. Mitchell-Olds outbid an
undertaker at a Kalispell sheriff’s
auction for this laminar flow hood,
which looks like a funeral home’s
sterilizer of souls, but here is used as a
contaminant-free place for cloning genes
into bacteria.
The goal is to create a plant that
resists flea beetles and a fungus that
causes blackleg disease. The market for
canola, a member of the mustard family
whose yellow flowers splash a bright,
Provencal wash along the Missouri River
bottoms, is expanding fast because its
oil has no cholesterol and protects
human arteries from blood clots. In
Montana, it may even save the family
farm.
“Canada already has 15 million acres
planted in canola,” says Mitchell-Olds.
“More than wheat. It’s important for
crop rotation because it breaks the cycle
of insects and disease that builds when
you only plant wheat. By the turn of the
century, a half million acres in Montana
may be planted in canola. These
investments in research will pay for

One other thing
themselves manyfold.”
What makes the work of MitchellOlds, Siemans, and their team of
students and technicians even more
cost-efficient is the fact that no foreign
genes are used. Marker-assisted
breeding enhances traits that already
live in the plant, so the plant does not
become a freak made o f alien parts, a
Frankenstein that frightens the federal
government into expensive, complex
regulatory controls.
“We use things already known in a
unique way,” says Mitchell-Olds. “We
stand on the shoulders of those who
have gone before.” How they put it all
together is classifed information: a
university-industry patent is pending on
the outcome. The covert, investigative
hush of a crime lab hovers over a
scattering of budding scientists measur
ing, peering and recording, but the
guarded atmosphere can’t conceal the
electric undercurrent of discovery.
It’s the big picture, though, that
amazes Mitchell-Olds the most. Genetic
research has revealed that the unifying
principles of biology remain the same for
all forms of life, only the details are
different. This is revolutionary know
ledge. “What we learn about one
organism helps us understand another,"
he says. “Nobody would’ve guessed the
simplicity, the commonality.”
For instance, scientists know now
that genes that control cell division in
yeast are the same genes that cause
breast cancer. This means that genes
controlling cell division can cause
cancer. “Who," queries Mitchell-Olds,
“would’ve ever thought yeast research
would become so useful?”
Mitchell-Olds translates this
information to diverse species. He has
located the genes in loblolly pines that
give timber its strength. By producing
dependably strong, fast-growing
plantation timber, manipulating genes in
trees can save wild lands.
He has found molecular markers in
birds to help ornithologists understand
population structure and behavior.
His next big project, a 10-year effort,
he predicts, is studying the genes that

we do is g it
undergraduates to
graduate school
cause diabetes in Native Americans.
“Nothing worth doing happens in less
than five years,” he says. “It’s one foot
in front of the other until we get there.
It takes stubborn persistance and
recognizing that it’s a useful invest
ment.”
Not only does the diabetes research
promise hope for improving health, but
it offers a future in science for Native
American students. Mitchell-Olds has
joined forces with Blackfeet tribal
member Gordon Belcourt, a Native
American studies research faculty
member who works on Native American
health care nationwide.
“Usually Indians give the blood, and
whites do the science,” says MitchellOlds. “Not here. Last summer we had
three Native American students doing
hands-on work in the lab. These are
research problems close to home for
them. It has to do with the genetics of
their friends and relatives. I want to
help them discover the excitement of
science.”
Research and development produces
tangible benefits to Montana. The cost
of diabetes
treatment is high;
the timber industry
needs wood; canola
crops suffer a 10

percent loss to pests and disease. “One
other thing we do,” adds Mitchell-Olds,
“ is get undergraduates to graduate
school. What students leant in this lab
applies to many fields.” His students
have gone on to postgraduate work in
medicine, law, and forestry. “Being
involved in working on problems is the
best way to learn," he says. “Students
experience how a sustained attempt at
careful logical thinking solves problems.
It teaches young people how to think.”
At 41, Mitchell-Olds, with his blond
mustache, jeans, Reeboks, looks as
young as his students. He sits at the
desk in an office he carved out of the lab
by building the walls himself, at his own
expense. Funded by federal and private
grants, the lab is a shoestring operation
that costs a quarter of a million dollars
a year to run. "Our neck is in the
noose," he says, “because to keep
getting research support we have to
produce results."
Long hours and hard work produce.
The mind at work behind the sculptural
transformation of cold marble into a
fully realized human being, a David for
instance, remains a mystery, but the
makeover secrets going on in the funky,
ingenious biological sciences lab are in
the genes, and in the persistent vision of
Professor Tom Mitchell-Olds.
lU

Constance J. Poten is a freelance
writer living in Missoula.

A Coca-Cola
display cooler
bought from
Mickey's Truck
Stop holds
bottles and vials
of chemicals in
refrigerated cases
labeled Beer and
Dairy.
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| n many parents’ hearts is a
vision of their child going to
their neighborhood school,
making friends, and finding a welcom
ing classroom where learning is
nurtured. Sometimes, however, the
parents of children with disabilities find
this dream obscured: They face school
budget shortages and administrators
struggling to balance parental requests
while maintaining the overall learning
environment for students.
Interestingly, the journey shared by
the school district and the parents have
similar destinations but often take very
different routes. There is no argument
that the primary concern of each is the
child’s well-being. Yet it can be in
determining the “best” school placement
where parents and school administrators
can disagree: Where should my child
with disabilities go to school?
“The Confluences Project is looking at
avoiding these types of conflicts
proactively,” says Rick van den Pol,
director of UM ’s Division of Educational
Research and Service. All too frequently,
such disagreements result in due
process hearings. In the
worst cases, they turn into
court battles, says Lisbeth
Vincent of DERS. “Those
remedies have resulted in
long-lasting negative feelings
on the part of families and the
schools," adds van den Pol.
Thus the title, the
Confluences Inservice Project.
The project, together with
parents and schools, works to
avoid disagreements. “We
wanted a term that embraced
the notion of coming to
gether,” van den Pol says.

c€omma/toqetAex/
THE GOAL OF THE

Confluences
Project
By Marga Lincoln

comes into school; the true test is what
happens later.”
One example o f a child beginning
school involves a woman we’ll call
Maxine and her 5-year-old daughter,
who we’ll call Molly, who has a cogni
tive disability. Discussions between
Maxine and the school were at times
contentious, perhaps unnecessarily so.
Conflicting points of view were obvious
when Maxine attended a PTA meeting on

“Confluence is a geographical
term that refers to the flowing
together of streams. But the
metaphor works well for
bringing diverse groups
together. We primarily focus
on younger children,” van den
Pol says of the project. “We
want to build a positive
relationship when a child first
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inclusion — how children with disabili
ties would be included into the school
and made to feel welcome. “By the time
I left the meeting," she says, “I was in
tears. A teacher stood up and said she
couldn’t work with those kids,” Maxine
recalls. “Then a parent in the audience
said he was all for inclusion of these
children, but what good would it do
them? Later, a PTA officer asked, What
is the purpose of offering services to

those kids? What will they ever have to
offer?’” Maxine describes how she
suddenly felt totally isolated. She
looked around the room and wondered,
“How many people here know 1 have one
of those kids?”
But Maxine worked to overcome her
feelings of isolation and was persistent
in her efforts to get certain classes for
Molly. Although some school adminis
trators might have considered Maxine a
“problem parent" at first, communica
tion between the school district and
Maxine has steadily improved. Her
persistence has paid off: Molly is
making huge strides in learning. In fact,
she’s doing much better than predicted
in her original assessment. This early
progress could improve Molly’s chances
of living more independently in the
future, her mother says.
Although Maxine and Molly’s
situation is hopeful, the early confronta
tions were painful and difficult. The
approach offered through the
Confluences Project advocates a different
strategy for dealing with such situa
tions. Their method borrows techniques
and skills used in conflict resolution.
“Many special educators are looking to
conflict resolution literature to find
strategies to solve local problems with
more positive results and outcomes,"
van den Pol says. Teachers and parents
recognize the advantages of working
through a difficult situation with
problem-solving techniques rather than
litigation; rather than being on opposing
sides, the Confluences Project helps
parents and teachers work together
toward a common goal.
Vincent indicates that patterns of
service delivery, developed in the 1980s,
may be in conflict with parent and
teacher wishes in the late 1990s. For
example, the parents of a 5-year-old
child with Down’s Syndrome have placed
their son in a regular pre-school, where
he has done well and made friends.
Now the time has come to start him in
the public school down the street from
their house. There he would be attend
ing school with his friends and sister,
and his parents and teachers believe he

would do well. But, the school district
has traditionally provided a special
program for children with cognitive
delays at a different school. This is an
all-too-typical scenario, van den Pol
says: “The family says, ‘we know what’s
best for our child.’ The school district
says, ‘we know what’s best for our
school.’ As a result, you’ve got an
interesting conflict.”
Vincent and van den Pol have seen
that school districts can proactively
foster cooperation by reaching out to
families to build partnerships that look
to match services to child needs and
family values: School districts all over
Montana are operating in this fashion.
Parents and teachers come together to
ensure their neighborhood school is a
welcoming place that is ready to teach a
very diverse community of students.
“Schools don’t exist in isolation from
their communities," Vincent says. “We
need to maintain those old ties between
school and community, so the school is
a central part of community health.”
School districts embrace this attitude:
The Confluences Project held it’s first
workshop in May 1996 in Glendive.
Other workshops will follow in Butte,
Great Falls, and Missoula — all at the
request of the school districts. Vincent
and van den Pol will develop their
inservice model and materials in
Montana. These tools will then be
further tested and replicated in Illinois
and Utah; by 1997, the project will
distribute its materials nationally.
Vincent envisions that these
inservices could be a seed. From these
workshops, community teamwork can
grow and flourish. “We’re interested in
creating a community of learners,” she
says, “so that people develop the notion
they are all there to learn." When this
approach is fostered, it allows for
greater innovation by teachers and
parents, and both groups experience a
higher level of satisfaction. Thus, the
•outcome is a positive educational
experience for the child with disabilities,
the parent, and the school district; few
examples better illustrate such a classic
win-win situation.
W
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Rick van den Pol and
Lisbeth Vincent of UM's
Division of Educational
Research and Services
are working to build a
positive relationship
between school districts
and parents when a
child with disabilities
first goes to school.
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HOUSEGUEST
FROM

MeU

By Beth Judy
Imagine a houseguest who knows
you intimately, though you have never
seen him before; who shows up unin
vited, takes over the house, and wreaks
havoc. O f course you decide to get rid of
him, but no matter how many times you
change the locks, he has the key; plus,
horrifically, each time you see him, he
looks like someone else. The first time,
he was some innocent college kid.
Yesterday he was a she — a British
housewife with bad breath. Just now —
blink — you could swear a Masai
warrior went by.
A character out of Stephen King?
No. Try Neisseria gonorrheae. a sexually
transmitted bug humans have hosted for
centuries.
Ralph Judd, UM professor in the
Division of Biological Sciences, has
studied the gonorrhea bacterium since
1972. “The gonococcus is the master of
antigenic variation. It changes its
surface spots like mad.”
The human immune system works by
recognizing and responding to molecules
on an invading organism’s surface. The
gonorrhea bacterium’s success as an
unwanted guest is rooted in its extraor
dinary ability to keep changing its
surface molecules, even by the hour,
confusing the body’s mustered forces
and giving antibodies no chance for even
a toehold. How many variants of the
gonococcus are there? “Bazillions,"
according to Judd.
No vaccine exists for gonorrhea. The
current diagnostic test misses 20 percent
of cases, takes several days, and is
expensive. While gonorrhea makes men

uncomfortable, they generally clear the
organism after a time. In women,
however, the disease is nightmarish.
Women suffer the most severe forms and
consequences of the disease, including
pelvic inflammatory disease, disseminat
ing infection, and arthritis. And up to
80 percent of women with gonorrhea are
asymptomatic — they don’t know they
are infected.
Judd and a team of eight that
includes technicians and students, from
Ph.D. level to undergraduates, are
working on a number of projects which
could lead to prevention and diagnosis

UM micro
biology
Professor
Ralph
Judd has
studied
the
gonorrhea
bacterium
since
1972.

of gonorrhea. Specifically, their goals
are development of diagnostic assays
and a vaccine. The projects revolve
around a central strategy: finding the
surface molecules on the gonococcus
that don’t change, and which would be
appropriate for use as diagnostic and/or
vaccine reagents.
So far, lab members have identified
four such molecules. But “ it’s not that
simple," Judd says. A major roadblock is
that, unlike many organisms which may
be cultivated and studied in animals,
Neisseria gonorrheae lives in one host
and one host only: humans. Similarly,
when the time comes, testing a vaccine
in humans will pose challenges.
But for now, Judd and his team have
plenty to keep them busy. The research
ers are getting acquainted with the
gonococcal molecules inside-out, down
to the level of individual genes and their
functions. What in a particular
molecule’s genetic sequence is essential
for a vaccine? The days of whole-cell
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vaccines such as were used for whoop
ing cough — to which one person out of
100,000 might suffer a severe reaction
— are over. Finding out what is essen
tial also allows researchers to splice
these bits with genetic material from the
common E. coli. enabling abundant
amounts of the proteins to be grown,
and fast, both for purposes of experi
mentation now and, later, for production
of vaccines or diagnostic tests.
One Judd lab member is working on
another problem: how to deliver vaccine
molecules to the right place in the body.
The gonococcus establishes and
maintains infection in mucous mem
branes. Most antibodies developed in
current vaccines are blood antibodies,
and in the blood they stay, passing
mucosal surfaces by. But team member
Scott Manning has found that by
splicing essential gonococcal material
together with deactivated enterotoxin
from the same bacterium that causes
intestinal distress, a vaccine could hitch
a ride straight to the gut. And since the
intestine is a mucosal surface, the
mission will be accomplished: stimulat
ing one mucosal surface in the body
stimulates them all.
“U of M has extraordinary capabili
ties for genetic and proteinbiochemical
research,” says Judd. In 1991, the
Division of Biological Sciences won
funding for the UM Molecular Biology
Facility, or Murdock Laboratory. “The
Murdock Lab gives us complete protein
and DNA sequencing capability. It’s
state-of-the-art." Judd also praises the
members of his team. “I tried to develop
a lab that was highly compatible and
motivated, with diverse skills. They’re
fantastic people." Since 1983, the
National Institutes of Health has funded
Judd’s research to the tune of $200,000
a year. Still, Judd says, “Our biggest
problem is not enough hands,” espe
cially with a government that is be
coming less willing to support research.
Nevertheless, things are looking
good. If Judd and his team have their
way, at some point down the road the
locks on the door will work. Neisseria
gonorrheae will be out in the cold.
tW
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The eyes of Nancy Cooper, visiting assistant professor of music, dance with
excitement and enthusiasm when she talks about a subject near and dear to her heart:
music in the life of Thomas Jefferson. Although many aspects of Jefferson's life have
been studied and researched, Cooper’s approach has been unique in that she has
concentrated on the effects Jefferson’s musical interests had on his life and political
career. Through her work, Cooper has successfully unearthed many expected parallels,
as well as finding one or two that were unexpected.
Jefferson dreamed of the music of Italy, a country that held a great attraction for
him throughout his life. Cooper found he wrote to an Italian friend, Francis Alberti,
“Music is the favorite passion of my soul, and fortune has cast my lot in a country
where it is in a state of deplorable barbarism.” In fact, Jefferson loved many things
Italian: He yearned for the complete violin sonatas of Antonio Campioni, he introduced
pasta to Presidential dinners, he brought back grape seeds to Monticello in
the hopes of beginning a winery there, and he filled Monticello with copies
of Italian paintings. Further, during his years as Minister Plenipotentiary
to France, he also came to love an Italian woman, arguably the only great
love in his life after his wife, Martha, died.
The woman’s name was Maria Cosway; and, as Cooper says, “If
Jefferson is the quintessential Renaissance man, then she was the quintes
sential Renaissance woman: a performer on harpsichord and harp, a
renowned and respected artist, fluent in three languages, and hostess of
some of the finest social evenings in England.” She was married to
Richard Cosway, a painter of miniatures.
Maria Cosway and Thomas Jefferson were introduced by a mutual
friend while Jefferson was in Paris as a minister from the United States.
The relationship that grew between Cosway and Jefferson extended over
forty years, yet the precise nature of that relationship has never been
conclusively determined. Letters between Cosway and Jefferson have been preserved
and, because of their frequency and content, it is evident that Cosway and Jefferson
cared deeply for one another and even dreamed of being together at Monticello. Yet,
following the deaths of her husband and child, Cosway went to live in a convent and
established a college for girls. Cosway and Jefferson died, as they had lived, in
countries an ocean apart.
Much of Cooper's research into the music and life of Jefferson has been done
through Jefferson’s papers and letters and she is gaining national recognition as a
Jefferson scholar; she served as music researcher and harpsichordist/fortepianist for
Ken Bums’ upcoming PBS documentary, “Jefferson,” now scheduled for broadcast in
January 1997. Learning about Maria Cosway was, indeed, unexpected “ icing on the
cake" for Cooper who finds studying Cosway’s life a delightful tangent. Continuing
this line of research recently prompted a trip to England and Cooper is also planning a
future visit to Italy to study the untapped wealth of papers and music of Maria
Cosway.

®
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The Cam pus Specim en Coflection Project
gophen/Avilcox.um tedu:70/11/U ofM /specp
Th is is the m ain page of the project
described in th is article.
gopher//w ilcox.um tedu:7IV11/U ofM /specp/herb/im ages
Th is link provides nice UM plant im ages.

Specim en M anagem ent System for California Herbaria
httpy/w w w .calacadem y.org/sm asch.htm l
SM ASCH is a collaborative effort by the A sso ciation of
California Herbaria (A CH ) to develop and im plem ent a
distributed database that w ill store and m anage inform ation
obtained from accession sheets of vascular plants collected
in California.

Science
Specim ens
Online
By Judy Fredenberg

The Bibliography of Genetic Variation in Natural Populations
http://entitY.lib.um t.edu/localdbi/allendorf/allendorf.htm l
Th is project placed a literature collection on the w orld w ide
w eb w ith a keyword searchable database that biological
sciences Professor Fred Allendorf com piled over the last 25
years w ith over 25,000 article citations.

U niversity of California, Berkeley Paleontology M useum
http://ucm p1 .berkeley.edu/
Th is w eb sits is a great exam ple of a digital m useum.

Wondering where to look for precise details about
plants in the Rattlesnake? Or owl specimens? Those
specifics, plus many others, might be no further
from you than your fingertips, thanks to a network
ing project by Science Librarian Barry Brown.

B

rown, with the help of
research assistants Thomas
Trickel and Michelle Rhodes,
is successfully working to link a wide
variety of information resources to the
University campus and beyond.
Fueled by an interest in the
Internet and his own biology back
ground, Brown began examining what
was available via the net. A gopher
site provided the springboard to many
“museum quality” specimen collec
tions around the world, at universities
and colleges, and in laboratories and
field stations. These collections
contain a vast wealth of potential
information for current researchers.
Unfortunately, the majority of them
were neither part of a museum, nor
automated, nor networked. There
fore, their contents were largely
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unknown and unavailable. Collection
inaccessibility goes against the grain of
a librarian; Brown works daily to make
information available and accessible to
as wide an audience of patrons as
possible. Familiar with similar
collections at his own institution that
were slated for “eventual" automation,
Brown started the ball rolling.
The University of Montana started a
"university museum" in 1895, when it
was equipped by the Smithsonian
Institution with 99 land and water
invertebrates, 105 fish, and 98 rock
and mineral specimens. Gifts contin
ued to be a significant source of growth
for all the collections. In 1897, Dr.
Morton Elrod, the founder of The
University of Montana Biological
Station, donated 3,000 plant specimens
and several hundred insects. He

continued to collect and add to the
collections for the next 40 years. By
1908 there was a “growing museum.”
However, by 1967 the museum was
dispersed and its collections put into
storage or sent to the appropriate
departments.
Over the years, these departments all
created separate cataloging systems.
Some were manual, some were comput
erized, and none of the curators knew
what the others were doing or planning.
Thus, Brown's use of gopher as a
common network program is valuable
for providing access to disparate
collections.
Gopher was selected as the Internet
interface for providing access to the
specimen information because, at the
time, the World Wide Web (WWW) was
not very developed. In addition, gopher:
is easy to use; is a common and
widespread program on the Internet;
and, since the campus had a local
gopher already, it provides local and
worldwide access. Through gopher, .
these collections could be, for the first
time, fully automated and key-word
searchable.
After examining a variety of
specimen and object collections scat
tered across campus, and talking with
their curators, the collections that
Brown ended up working with were: the
type specimens from the herbarium and
paleontology collection, and the bird and
owl specimens from the Zoological
Museum’s bird and mammal collections.
The herbarium has over 121,000
items, of which 221 are type specimens.
Not only the largest in the state, the
herbarium contains the largest and best
representation in the world of the flora
of the Northern Rocky Mountains. The
collection is composed of primarily
vascular plants but also contains
mosses, lichens, fungi, and algae, and is
frequently used by botanists with the
United States Forest Service as well as
UM faculty and graduate students, the
Montana Natural Heritage Program, The
Nature Conservancy, independent
researchers, and scientists working for
industry who do plant identification to

prepare environmental impact assess
ments.
The Paleontology Museum in the
Department of Geology, established in
1898, is composed of invertebrate,
vertebrate, and plant fossils with the
Tertiary period best represented by
Tertiary mammal fossils that constitute
the best in the northwest. The Cambrian
Period invertebrate collections include
rare Burgess Shale fossils, the most
important fossil deposit in the world.
The collection has about 80,000 items of
which about 400 are type specimens.
The Zoological Museum contains
7.000 bird specimens, consisting of
study skins, taxidermy mounts, eggs
and nests, and a mammal collection of
11.000 specimens that include study
skins, hides, skulls, and skeletons;
neither collection has any type speci
mens.
As Brown’s research into specimen
automation continued, he compiled the
following justifications from the
professional literature:
• Many potential users o f museum
and specimen collections 1) do not know
about them or, i f they do know about
them, 2) do not understand the tax
onomy necessary to access the speci
mens which are oftenfiled in phyloge
netic order, and 3)fin d access to some
collections restricted.

UNIVERSITY OF MT HERBARIUM
SPECIMEN COLLECTION
Allium passeyi Liliaceae Isotype
USA, Utah, Box Elder Co. Locality:
Southwest part of Howell Valley
Habitat:

growing only on

shallow, stony, lithosolic soil over
dolomitic limestone Map Refer
ence: T11N, R5W, S7 Altitude: 4800
ft Holmgren, Passey, & Hughie

13

UNIVERSITY OF MT HERBARIUM
SPECIMEN COLLECTION
Antennaria flavescens P.A. Rydberg
Asteraceae Syntype USA, Montana
Locality:

Bridger Mountains

Habitat:

very dry hillsides

Altitude: 7000 ft P.A. Rydberg,
Ernst A. Bessey

5145

18 June

1897 Mem. NY Bot. Gard. 1: 411.
1900 Catalog Number: 7796

• Automation o f a collection
improves access to large quantities o f
scattered data and allows queries not
possible with a manual collection. For
example-, species can befou n d by
location or collector; ecologists can
compile species profilesfo r designated
areas; and, they can identify species
assemblages and can correlate species
distribution with environmental
conditions. Additionally, rare or
endangered species could potentially be
identified and specimen data could be
used in geographical information
system s.

• There is a vast backlog o f
environmental data lying unused in
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institutions all around the world; why
not leverage existing collections? In
doing so, work o f collectors, taxono
m ists, and curators would become
widely accessible to scientists and the
general public.
• It is less expensive to automate
existing collections then it is to recollect
the data. And, o f course, many
specimens can not be recollected because
o f the permanent loss o f species and
habitats.
UNIVERSITY OF MT GRIZZLY BEAR
SPECIMEN COLLECTION
Ursus arctos horribilis Sex: Male
Material: Skull and skeleton USA,
Wyoming, Yellowstone National
Park Locality: Bridge Bay Camp
ground Age: 2 yrs. Atwell

205

22 Sept. 1965 Catalog Number:
12921

• Well organized taxonomic
information can provide a baseline
resourcefo r biodiversity studies and
ecosystem management.
• With the eventual inclusion o f
specimen images, it may be possible fo r
taxonomists to use specimens without
borrowing them or having to travel to
the collection to use them. Additionally,
this would prevent the degradation o f
specimens that often resultsfrom
.shipping and handling them.

UNIVERSITY OF MT GRIZZLY BEAR
SPECIMEN COLLECTION
Ursus arctos horribilis Sex: Female
Material: Skin USA, Wyoming,
Yellowstone National Park Locality:
Canyon Weight: 240 lbs.; other
information available on request J.J.
Craighead

121

11 July 1963

Catalog Number: 8656

UNIVERSITY OF MT POLAR BEAR
SPECIMEN COLLECTION
Ursus maritimus Sex: Female
Material: Skull USSR, Siberia
Locality: Chukchi Sea, N or Evelen
Dr. Hammer

1965 Catalog

Number: 13236

“The goals of my project,” Brown
states, “funded by a small campus
research grant, were to: survey existing
campus specimen collections; inform the
campus about these collections; develop
procedures for Internet access to these
collections; stimulate curators and
departments to think about providing
further network access to these collec
tions; provide gopher access to a small
but fully functional set of collection
records and images; and, finally, to
assess the utility of Internet access to
these records for the campus and greater
community.”
Brown’s project provides online
gopher access to these databases of
specimen collections and such access
significantly enhances their utility. For
instance, a research assistant working
for UM grizzly bear researcher Chris
Servheen needs records of all of the UM
bear specimens. Historically, retrieving
this data would require the student to
spend a couple days going through the
specimens and retyping the information.
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Now the material can be downloaded in
a matter of minutes.
Quality control is vital when
automating any collection. In order to
successfully automate a large collection,
a rapid speed of data entry is essential;
yet, unless the records are accurately
entered and misspellings avoided,
keyword searching cannot be successful.
Other fundamental problems with
many collections at The University of
Montana, and many other institutions,
are: inconsistent spatial information;
inconsistent, inaccurate, or outdated
nomenclature of specimens; and, lack of
a recent inventory of the collection.
Ideally, at the time a collection is
automated, an inventory and taxonomic
check should be performed on each
specimen before it is entered into a
database. Additionally, discipline
standards for data entry should be
agreed upon, and rigorously followed,
among all institutions in order to allow
a researcher to cross-reference and
integrate results from collections. The
information contained in an item’s
record can often answer both local or
global questions, just as the information
in a bibliographic citation can.
It is very appropriate, and even
necessary, in Brown’s estimation, for
librarians to be involved with the
automation and networking of specimen
collections. The future of librarianship,
and the role of librarians, will evolve as
networked information becomes more
and more the norm rather than the
exception. Brown feels that:

• Librarians should g et out o f the

library and collaborate with their
clients;
• Libraries can often serve as
clearinghouses or neutral data organizers/repositoriesfo r other units or
departments;
• Libraries are evolving, but the

central, core m ission o f librarians
remains the same: to gather, and
sometimesferret out, organize, dissem i

nate, and provide access to information,
whatever its form at and wherever it is
fou n d;
• Librarians should be concerned
with “giving back" information to the
network as well as “takingfrom ." When
appropriate, they should identify
important information sources and
facilitate access to them.
As Brown states, “Every once in a
while, it’s refreshing to step out of your
own professional field and apply your
skills to another field in collaboration
with others.” By sharing his experience
in building Internet access to several
specimen collections at The University of
Montana, he is able to relate this
experience to the bigger picture of
specimen collections on the Internet and
librarianship. This project results in: a
comprehensive report on the scope and
state of The University of Montana
campus collections; research of various
automation questions; and, the creation
of a small, but fully functional, database
of specimen records. Locating this
information on the University of
Montana’s gopher greatly facilitates the
potential for other librarians to access
these specimen collections.
A survey of specimen collections on
the Internet shows a wide variety of
data entry formats, even within a
discipline. Similarly, many different
Internet access programs and menu
structures are being used. WWW has
currently surpassed gopher in terms of
popularity of use and in the number of
sites implementing the programs. WWW,
when accessed through a “client
program” (e.g. Mosaic, Cello, Netscape),
provides a point-and-click windows
environment with multimedia capabili
ties and hypertext links. Some collec
tions are attempting to “link” images of
specimens to specimen records either
through field listing the image entry or
by allowing direct access by “clicking”
on the indicated image entry. An
example of a well done graphical WWW
for access to specimen collections is the

University of California, Berkeley,
Paleontology Museum.
With gopher access to the automated
records of each collection, there will
potentially be some good feedback from
local and international users. The next
step for research on automating The
University of Montana specimen
collections is to: compare WWW access
versus gopher; provide more imaging of
the collections; determine the best
format for images; and, explore setting
up departmental “servers" for collec
tions rather than attempting to use the
campus mainframe computers for data
storage.
There are an increasing number of
large, worldwide, collaborative efforts to
automate and network specimen
collections in an organized way: the UCBerkeley SMASCH project links major
herbaria in California; the University of
Alabama SERFIS project contains data
for specimens from nearly 120 herbaria
of the southeastern United States; and,
Systematics Agenda 2000, a threebillion dollar collaborative proposal by
the American Society of Plant Taxono
mists, the Society of Systematic
Biologists, and the Will Hennig Society
will describe, catalog, and develop
computer databases of the planet’s
species over the next 25 years.
Through his work to inventory and
make accessible the University’s
specimen collections, there’s no
argument that Brown has been doing
what librarians do best: Organize
information and make it widely avail
able to the public. Libraries may become
increasingly digital, but librarians will
still be providing valuable services.
Through Brown’s efforts, researchers
near and far will be part of the team, not
the audience.
N

UNIVERSITY OF MT OWL
SPECIMEN COLLECTION
Tyto alba Tytonidae Sex: Female
Material:

Skin USA. Idaho

Locality: Between Idaho Falls and
Nevada border Reproductive Data;
Ovary: 17x5 mm Weight: 404.5
gms. Catalog Number. 15673

UNIVERSITY OF MT OWL
SPECIMEN COLLECTION
Glaucidiom gnoma Strigidae
Material:

Skin USA, Montana,

Missoula Co. Locality; University
of Montana campus, Missoula
Weight; 53 gms. Daniel Veum

29

Nov. 1977 Catalog Number: 16306

Judy Fredenberg is the Grants
Development Coordinator and
Assistant to the Vice President for
Research & Development at The
University of Montana.
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P A R T I N G
S H O T

The emerging
undercurrent
throughout
Beth Lo's work
reflects the
family and how
it changes and
evolves.

he ceramics
of art Asso
ciate Professor
Beth Lo re
volve around
the issues of family,
race, and culture.
Although her work often
has a quality of selfportraiture, these
interrelated issues
became more influential
following the birth of her first child in
1987. As Lo began doing portraits of
her son, her thoughts turned to her
parents, their journey from China, and
her family history. Thus, the emerging
undercurrent throughout her work
reflects the family and how it changes
and evolves. She strives to present
“family issues that are interpreted
visually." Interested in cultural images,
elements of her work often include
calligraphy, origami (paper folding), and
the traditional Chinese board game,
ma jhong.
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During a recent trip to China, Lo met
many of her family. She returned with
an acute awareness that “the women in
my mother’s family are very, very
strong." And for Lo, a visual image of
that strength was the incredible
ceramics there which became an
inspiration for some of the big pots she’s
now producing. Another image that has
influenced her work following this visit
was the importance and abundance of
the signs in China: “Language,” Lo
believes, “ is the heart of culture.”
Similar to inheriting physical charac
teristics from our ancestors, Lo’s work
features her own individual heritage: It
reflects multi-culturalism, immigration,
and portraits of her parents. One piece
features a woman in Chinese dress and a
man in a Western suit in an emphasis to
blend traditional roles with American
influence. This theme is representative
of her work and Lo defines this common
thread as “trying to capture the blend of
Western and Chinese aesthetics that are
uniquely mine."
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